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Overview 

 

The Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI) is the Department of 

Defense’s (DoD) Center of Excellence for equal opportunity (EO), equal employment 

opportunity (EEO), human relations education, training, and research. Since its creation, 

DEOMI has enhanced combat readiness by fostering positive human relations. 

 

To accomplish their mission, DEOMI trains military and civilian personnel across the 

Armed Forces, Coast Guard, and DoD Agencies to effectively advise commanders on EO and 

EEO matters. 

 

Accredited by the Council on Occupational Education (COE), DEOMI implements a 

learner-centered curriculum offering challenging discussions, lectures, and activities. DEOMI  

employs a variety of instructional methods and technologies, including resident courses, 

distributed learning courses, mobile training teams, and seminars to accomplish course 

objectives. 

 

DEOMI designs each program, course, and seminar for a different target audience, and all 

DEOMI training courses include hands on, real work-based application of proven theories and 

techniques. I look forward to your accomplishments in your studies and to your professional 

success.  

 

 

 

Delmy Robinson 

Captain, USN 

Commandant 
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DEOMI’s History 

 

Propelled by the civil rights movement of the 1960s, and to counteract a national policy 

of segregation and inequality, the DoD mandated race relations training in 1971. The violent and 

nonviolent disorders of the late 1960s were the catalyst that convinced military leaders that every 

member of the Armed Forces must receive race relations education. 

 

An inter-service task force examined the causes and possible cures of racial disorders 

within the military. The task force, chaired by Air Force Major General Lucius Theus, resulted 

in the creation of DoD Directive 1322.11, Education and Training in Human/Race Relations for 

Military Personnel. In 1971, this directive established the Race Relations Education Board and 

created the Defense Race Relations Institute (DRRI), the original name for the Defense Equal 

Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI). 

 

Today, DEOMI’s education and training programs in human relations, EO, EEO, and 

diversity remain the foundation in the building of leadership. DEOMI has added several courses 

and seminars to its portfolio along with the core Equal Opportunity Advisor Course (EOAC), to 

provide service members in command and leadership positions with some level of EO and 

human-relations awareness training. In addition, DEOMI provides advice to the DoD and other 

organizations on EO matters, conducts an extensive and progressive EO, EEO, diversity, and 

human-relations research program, and serves as a clearinghouse to monitor and disseminate 

research findings to interested Agencies. 

 

Since its inception in 1971, the Institute has enhanced mission readiness by fostering 

positive human relations throughout the DoD. Over 52,000 DEOMI graduates have carried that 

mandate to the Services. DEOMI’s graduates maximize organizational cohesion and maintain 

the highest degree of mission readiness while maintaining the DoD’s reputation as a place where 

all individuals have infinite dignity and worth. 
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DEOMI’s Strategic Goals 

 

Goal 1: Advance DEOMI’s education and training programs through continuous incorporation 

of emerging policies, technologies, media, and research 

 

Goal 2: Strengthen collaborative relationships with human relation communities of interest and 

DoD leaders 

 

Goal 3:  Increase the utility of DEOMI and external research to forward DoD priorities 
 

Goal 4: Evolve DEOMI’s culture development system to meet DoD strategies 
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Accreditation 
 

 
 

 
 

The Council on Occupational Education (COE) accredits DEOMI. The Institute received its 

initial accreditation in1983. Before 1995, the COE was the Commission on Occupational 

Educational Institutions of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools. 

 

The mailing address and contact information for the COE, an independent postsecondary 

accreditation body is: 

 

Council on Occupational Education 

7840 Roswell Road 

Building 300, Suite #325 

Atlanta, GA 30350 

Local: (703) 396-3898 

Toll-Free: (800) 917-2081 

Fax: (770) 396-3790 
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Administrative Information 

Student Enrollment (Admission) 

Each Service has a selection (enrollment and recruitment) program that identifies and selects 

participants. To learn more about each Service’s enrollment/recruitment policies, contact 

Student Services. 

 

Student Assessments and Grading 

 

Each training program/course has a plan of instruction (POI) and assessment process. DEOMI’s 

Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) 1025.01, Student Standards and Evaluation, contains 

grading criteria. 

 

American Council on Education (ACE) 

 

The ACE Military Guide is the sole source of information for all military courses and 

occupations evaluated by ACE from 1954 to present. ACE reviews military training (courses) 

and experiences (occupations) with the goal of awarding equivalent college credits for those 

experiences. An ACE military review bridges the gap between professional military education 

and postsecondary education. 

 

ACE has reviewed all DEOMI courses listed in this catalog. For more information on 

recommended course credits see: Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute 

(acenet.edu). 
 

Tuition and Financial Aid 

 

DEOMI does not charge tuition. Each military Service pays travel and per diem costs for their 

students attending DEOMI programs and courses. Since there are no tuition fees, DEOMI has 

no refund policy and does not penalize students who withdraw from enrollment. 

 

Disenrollment Policy 

 

The Commandant may disenroll a student for the following three reasons: 

 

1. Administrative – If through circumstances beyond his or her control, a student is unable to 

complete a program, including prolonged illness, recall by parent Service, or extended 

absence, then the Commandant will disenroll the student. 

2. Academic or behavioral deficiencies – DEOMI will disenroll a student who fails to meet the 

program (course) objectives and return the student to his or her Service. 

3. Personal conduct – Every DEOMI student must acknowledge in writing that they understand 

and will comply with the standards of behavior and conduct expected of them while a student 

at the DEOMI. DEOMI will disenroll a student who does not maintain professional conduct 

or behavior required by the Institute, the host installation, or the appropriate Service, on or 

off duty, and will return the student to his or her Service. 

https://www.acenet.edu/National-Guide/Pages/Organization.aspx?oid=fd089b28-9016-e811-810f-5065f38bf0e1
https://www.acenet.edu/National-Guide/Pages/Organization.aspx?oid=fd089b28-9016-e811-810f-5065f38bf0e1
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A student who requests disenrollment must initiate it through the student’s Service education and 

training manager.  Students cannot disenroll themselves. 

 

Student Transfers 

 

DEOMI creates and designs each program, course, seminar, and workshop to focus on specific 

subject matter particular to the unique duties associated with EO and EEO personnel. The 

Institute does not transfer students who do not meet minimum academic standards to another 

program, course, seminar, or workshop. Students may enroll in only one academic course at a 

time. DEOMI does not accept transfer students or credits from other institutions. 

 

Grievance Policy 

 

A grievance is an actual or perceived cause for protest or complaint. DEOMI specifically 

prohibits the differential treatment of faculty, staff, and students based on DoD policy, laws, and 

regulations. DEOMI students are entitled to the right to open and free expression of thoughts 

and concepts in an environment of academic freedom, consistent with the interests of good order 

and discipline under the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ). Students with grievances 

are encouraged to discuss/report their grievances through their small group facilitator and the 

DEOMI chain of command. 

 

Admissions Policy: 
 

DEOMI’s student body consists of four distinct student populations: U.S. military officers, U.S. 

military enlisted personnel, Federal Government civilian employees, and international military 

members. DEOMI’s student admissions policy is to support the military Services/Agencies and 

their members. The Institute disseminates criteria for selection to each component’s EO/EEO 

proponent office. All Services’ school admission requests serve as the basis for all DEOMI 

programs or courses. 

 

Contact: 
 

For questions about DEOMI’s courses, please contact the Student Services Department 

DSN: 854-4617/5874/5214 

Commercial (321) 494-4617/5874/5214 

For Military EO courses and seminars email Student Services at deomiss@us.af.mil. 

For Civilian EEO courses email Student Services at deomi.eeo.courses@us.af.mil. 

Additional information provided on our website: Resident/Virtual Courses (defenseculture.mil) 

mailto:deomiss@us.af.mil
mailto:deomi.eeo.courses@us.af.mil
https://www.defenseculture.mil/Education-and-Training/Resident-Virtual-Courses/
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Equal Opportunity Advisor Virtual Course (EOAVC) Hybrid 
 

Purpose: 
 

The purpose of the EOAVC Hybrid is to train and certify Armed Forces personnel (DoD and 

Coast Guard) assigned to military and civilian Equal Opportunity (EO) billets as Equal 

Opportunity Advisors (EOA) or Command Climate Specialists (CCS). When students graduate 

from this course, they will be prepared to serve as advisors to Commanders on Military Equal 

Opportunity (MEO) matters. 

 

Course Description: 
 

Students accomplish this course using a blend of distributed learning and asynchronous learning 

before meeting in a virtual setting for small group discussions, practicums, then capping it off 

with Service-Specific Training. In the EOAVC, students will obtain human relations training 

consisting of: 

 

 Phase I: Distributed Learning (DL) 

 Phase II: Instruction (virtual) 

 Service-Specific Training (SST) (virtual) 

 

Lectures and discussions will center on the major issues and concerns pertinent to military 

readiness and the competencies needed to become a successful EOA/CCS. Concepts represent a 

class of terms (e.g. an idea usually expressed in a word(s)), and principles communicate 

relationships among concepts. Generalizations are relationships between/among concepts 

expressed at a higher level of abstraction than a principle. DEOMI creates lectures to allow 

students to see the relationship or organization of the new ideas. Lectures tend to present a 

concept (one idea) by first defining it and then giving many concrete examples of the concept. 

 

DEOMI implements skills and attitude learning associated with higher-level learning objectives 

in a small-group (in-resident) format to allow the student to meet both cognitive and affective 

learning objectives. In the small group, instructors will provide information that will assist 

students in understanding lesson content and how to apply their experiences. 

 

ACE College Credit: 
 

The American Council on Education (ACE) recommends nine semester hours in the lower- 

division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Possess conscious knowledge of one’s character, feelings, motives, and desires (self- 

awareness). 
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 Demonstrate understanding of Title X U.S.C. 1561 and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 

1964, including DoD policies concerning unlawful discrimination in the workplace. 

 Apply the foundation of Human Relations Theory and associated socio-psychological aspects 

that influence the organization. 

 Demonstrate understanding of issues (historical and emerging) surrounding social inequality. 

 Demonstrate understanding of sexual harassment and sexual assault and the issues 

surrounding them, victimization, and victim services. 

 Apply fundamental presentation, facilitation, and training skills. 

 Apply the foundation of human relations theory and associated socio-psychological aspects 

that influence the organization. 

 Apply Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR) techniques (conflict management/resolution). 

 Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of EO related matters; advise Commanders on all 

EO related concerns. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of Special Observances. 

 Recall the DoD Policy on extremism (dissident and protest activities); understand the impacts 

of extremism; recognize how extremist ideology and groups are cultivated. 

 Apply prevention and response strategies to harassment and other problematic behaviors 

(retaliation, reprisal, hazing/bullying). 

 Recognize an organization’s EO program strengths, weaknesses, and opportunities for 

improving the climate of an organization; provide recommendations; monitor action plans for 

continual improvements. 

 Prepare correspondence and recommend changes in policies and practices to eliminate 

barriers to diversity and EO matters. 

 Conduct command climate assessments. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

Military and DoD civilian personnel who will serve as advisors to Commanders on Military 

Equal Opportunity matters. 

 

Prerequisites: 
 

DEOMI sets general criteria for its target audience.  Each branch of Service may require 

additional prerequisites. Future students must: 

 

 Pass all prescreening requirements according to your Service/Agency policies. 

 Demonstrate the outstanding performance of assigned duties. 

 Possess basic writing and speaking skills. 

 Have a high school diploma or equivalent. 

 Be endorsed by nominating command (based on interview and Service record). 

 Be in or slated to be in an EOA/CCS position. 

 Have stability in personal affairs (no chronic indebtedness and/or excessive use of alcohol, 

no individuals withdrawn for cause within the last 3 years from any human reliability or 

personal reliability program, and no Uniformed Code of Military Justice (UCMJ), non- 

judicial, or State Code of Military Justice punishment within the last 2 years). 
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Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include lectures/interactive large group discussion 

(auditorium), distributed learning, small group activities (experiential learning), role-playing, 

student facilitation /guided discussion, and case study. 

 

Duration: 

 

 Phase I: Distributed Learning (DL) is 46 hours (approximate seat time) 

 Phase II: Instruction (virtual) is 208 hours (six weeks) 

 Service-Specific Training (SST) varies according to Service/Agency 

 

Students per Class: Up to 144 students 
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Mediation Course (MC) 
 

Purpose: 
 

The purpose of the MC is to equip third party neutrals with mediation and other alternative 

dispute resolution (ADR) skills. This skill set will provide basic proficiency in mediation and 

facilitative conflict resolution. This course provides DoD personnel with the fundamental training 

required to act as DoD mediators (third-party neutrals). 

 

Course Description: 
 

This course addresses ADR methods and common application as practiced within the DoD with 

a focus on facilitative mediation and provides participants with the basic skills necessary to 

resolve EO, EEO, and other workplace disputes. 

 

ACE College Credit: 
 

The American Council on Education (ACE) recommends two semester hours in the lower- 

division baccalaureate degree category. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Demonstrate understanding of how ADR can support mission effectiveness. 

 Facilitate negotiation and conflict resolution through dialogue. 

 Resolve conflicts outside of the court system by mutual consent of both parties involved. 

 Prepare written correspondence (settlement agreements, decisions, etc.) regarding mediation 

cases. 

 Discuss the required qualities as well as the effects on relationships and possible 

consequences of non-compliance with the terms of an agreement. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the three (breach confidentiality, provide legal advice, or not 

remaining neutral) responsibilities associated with DoD mediation activities. 

 Conduct mediation sessions using the six-stage mediation process. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

DoD military and civilian personnel who need to gain the skills necessary to resolve EO, 

EEO, other types of workplace disputes within their organizations 

 

Prerequisite: There are no prerequisites for this course. 
 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, and exercises/activities (practicum). 
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Duration: Five academic days/40 hours 
 

Students per Class: 20–48 
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Disability Program Management Course (DPMC) 
 

Purpose: 
 

To recognize the correlation between equal employee opportunity (EEO) and affirmative 

employment programs focusing on individuals with disabilities (IWD) and individuals with 

targeted disabilities (IWTD). 

 

Course Description: 
 

This course provides students with an understanding of the regulatory guidance of laws and 

directives supporting disability program practices and procedures. It provides clarification of 

specific roles and responsibilities of the Disability Program Manager (DPM) and discusses 

essential information consisting on human resources/personnel procedures and EEO processes. 

 

Attendees will develop a takeaway brief that promotes their Agency’s disability programs by 

stressing the importance of hiring, promoting, and retaining IWD in the workforce. This briefing 

will provide the catalyst to promote the disability program to managers and supervisors while 

increasing Federal employment of IWD. 

 

ACE College Credit: 
 

The American Council on Education (ACE) recommends three semester hours in the lower- 

division baccalaureate degree category. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Explain the roles and responsibilities of the DPM. 

 Comprehend how to support employees with disabilities. 

 Discuss strategies to explain the importance of an active disability awareness program to 

leaders and supervisors and the impact it has on the efforts to recruit, hire, advance, and 

retain persons with disabilities. 

 Demonstrate an understanding of how EEO affirmative programs (i.e., MD-715) can impact 

and improve DoD capabilities, and achieve mission readiness. 

 Explain the legal and regulatory foundation associated with disability programs (Americans 

with Disabilities Act, Rehabilitation Act, IWD, reasonable accommodations, targeted 

disabilities, etc.). 

 Conduct an accessibility audit, including workplace emergency procedures, associated with 

the Architectural Barriers Act. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of human resources activities and the impact it has on the efforts to 

recruit, hire, advance, and retain persons with disabilities. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of how the Computer/Electronic Accommodations Program, 

Workforce Recruitment Program and Vocational Rehabilitation can assist IWD. 
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Target Audience: 
 

Those responsible for recruiting, hiring, placing, accommodating, or ensuring accessible 

information technology and facilities for IWD. This includes, but is not limited to, Disability 

Program Specialists, Veteran Program Managers, Reasonable Accommodations Coordinators, 

Human Resources Practitioners, EEO Specialists, and others managing employment matters 

concerning IWD. 

 

Prerequisite: There are no prerequisites for this course. 
 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, and exercises/activities. 

 

Duration: Five academic days/40 hours 
 

Students per Class: 48 
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Special Emphasis Program Manager Course (SEPMC) 
 

Purpose: 
 

The SEPMC develops a base of knowledge and skills that allow graduates to serve as effective 

collateral-duty or full-time SEPM. 

 

Course Description: 
 

This course utilizes a hybrid approach to learning, which means that learning events occur in 

both distributed learning (Phase I) and in-resident/virtual environments (Phase II). 

 

Phase I (must be completed within three months) is a major strategy for expanding knowledge of 

the basic subject matter in the cognitive domain of learning 

 

Phase II consists of one week of in-resident training focusing on inter/intrapersonal and 

organizational aspects of equal employment opportunity (EEO) and program management skills. 

The training introduces the causes and effects of discrimination, EEO programs for Federal 

employees/applicants for employment, civilian personnel/human resource management, and 

managing diversity issues. Lectures and discussions center on the major issues and concerns 

pertinent to military readiness and the competencies needed to become a successful Special 

Emphasis Program Manager (SEPM). 

 

This course develops a base of knowledge and skills that allow graduates to serve as an effective 

collateral-duty or full-time SEPM (Federal Women’s, Black Employment, Hispanic 

Employment, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander Employment, Asian Employment, 

American Indian/Alaska Native Employment, and Program for People with Disabilities). 

 

It concentrates on the roles and responsibilities of Special Emphasis Program Managers, 

analyzing EEO data (i.e., MD-715), planning, and managing effective special emphasis 

programs. 

 

ACE College Credit: 
 

The American Council on Education (ACE) recommends three semester hours in the lower- 

division baccalaureate/associate degree category. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the Office of Management and Budget’s five racial categories and 

the two ethnic categories. 

 Explain the roles and responsibilities of the SEPM. 

 Comprehend how to support employees and SEPM programs. 
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 Discuss strategies to manage diversity issues; explain the importance of an active SEPM 

program to leaders and supervisors. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of how culture and socialization can impact human relations. 

 Prepare and discuss a special emphasis program’s resource allocation plan and budget within 

the Federal Government. 

 Conduct information and summative briefings for Special Emphasis Programs. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of how personnel procedures can impact the Federal workplace. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

Newly assigned collateral-duty or full-time Special Emphasis Program Managers (i.e., Federal 

Women’s, Black Employment, Hispanic Employment, Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander 

Employment, Asian Employment, American Indian/Alaska Native Employment, IWD, or their 

committee members), who need a thorough introduction to statutory/legal and organizational 

aspects of the special emphasis program and who have not attended previous DEOMI EEO 

training. 

 

Prerequisite: There are no prerequisites for this course. 
 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include, lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, and exercises/activities. 

 

Duration: 18 hours seat time; five academic days/40 hours 
 

Students per class: 48 
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Equal Employment Opportunity Counselor Course (EEOCC) 
 

Purpose: 
 

The purpose of this course is to introduce students to EEO and help EEO Counselors develop 

techniques through lectures, discussions, and interactive role-plays to help the EEO Counselor 

succeed in the Federal sector. The EEO Counselor serves as the liaison between the employee 

and management in the informal complaint processing stage. 

 

Course Description: 
 

The EEOCC utilizes a hybrid distributed learning (Phase I) and in resident/virtual (Phase II) 

approach to learning. 

 

The EEOCC develops a base of knowledge and skills that allow graduates to serve as effective 

EEO Counselors or Practitioners at the entry-level. Studies focus on the statutory/legal as well 

as intra/ interpersonal and organizational aspects of EEO. Training progresses through 

understanding the causes and effects of discrimination; EEO programs for Federal 

employees/applicants for employment; civilian personnel/human resource management; the roles 

and responsibilities of EEO Counselors, Assistants, and Specialists; communication and 

interviewing skills, staff procedures, writing, and briefing skills, documenting EEO inquiries, 

and resolving EEO complaints (including ADR). Lectures and discussions center on the major 

issues and concerns pertinent to military readiness and the competencies needed to become 

successful EEO Counselors. 

 

ACE College Credit: 
 

Credits for this course are currently pending ACE review. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Explain the roles and responsibilities of the EEO Counselor, Command Climate Specialist, 

and the Civilian Personnel Office. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the EEO complaint process (incorporate fundamentals of 

resolving complaints, timelines, conducting an EEO complaint inquiry, framing a claim, 

writing an EEO Counselor’s report). 

 Explain the importance of an active EEO program to leaders and supervisors. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

Collateral-duty and full-time EEO Counselors, EEO Assistants, newly assigned EEO civilian 

personnel/human resource management/EOA personnel. While grade and series should not be 
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the exclusive determinant of eligibility for the course, the typical attendee is at the GS 5–12 

grade level or equivalent. 

 

Prerequisite: There are no prerequisites for this course. 
 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include, distributed learning, small group, case study, 

discussions, reading, research, and exercises/activities. 

 

Duration: 12 hours (seat time) distributed learning instruction; five academic days (40 hours). 
 

Students per class: 20–48 
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Equal Employment Opportunity Specialist Course (EEOSC) 
 

Purpose: 
 

This course provides students with the skills needed to effectively perform duties as an EEO 

Specialist and implement Federal EEO programs (i.e., complaints, ADR, special emphasis, etc.). 

 

Course Description: 
 

This course develops knowledge and skills that allow graduates to serve as effective EEO 

practitioners. Studies focus on the statutory/legal as well as inter/intrapersonal and 

organizational aspects of EEO. The course builds on knowledge and skills gained through the 

EEOCC, SEPMC, and full-time EEO experience. 

 

ACE College Credit: 
 

Credits for this course are currently pending ACE review. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Explain the roles and responsibilities of an EEO Specialist and the Civilian Personnel Office. 

 Discuss the importance of an active EEO program to leaders and supervisors. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the EEO Specialist’s role in the complaint process (incorporate 

resolving complaints, timelines, conducting an EEO complaint inquiry, framing a claim, 

writing an EEO Counselor’s report). 

 Analyze facts involving EEO complaints and the burden of proof. 

 Explain how discrimination manifests itself in the work environment. 

 Recall the EEO Specialist roles and responsibilities about sexual assault. 

 Explain affirmative employment and special emphasis program practices in the workplace. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

EEO, civilian personnel, and human resource management personnel at the journeyman level. 

 

Prerequisite: 
 

While grade and series should not be the exclusive determinant of eligibility for the course, the 

typical attendee will be in the GS-200 series at the GS 7–12 level. The typical student must be a 

graduate of an EEO-CC or equivalent course or program, and if possible, the SEPMC must have 

two years of full-time EEO experience. The sponsoring organization must screen those 

registered to ensure that they meet the prerequisites. 
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Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include, lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, and exercises/activities. 

 

Duration: 10 academic days/80 hours 
 

Students per Class: 48 
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Equal Employment Opportunity Officer Course (EEOOC) 
 

Purpose: 
 

This course develops knowledge and skills that allow graduates to manage effective equal 

employment opportunity (EEO) programs at the installation, activity, and command level. It 

reinforces previous training on inter/intrapersonal and organizational aspects of EEO. 

 

Course Description: 
 

The course builds on the knowledge and skills gained through the Equal Employment 

Opportunity Specialist Course (EEOSC) and equal opportunity (EO) program management 

experience. It develops a value-based EEO program leadership concept that reconciles the 

goals of Federal equal employment opportunity (EEO) law, the impact of successful EEO 

programs on leadership, quality, and mission accomplishment, and the reality of leading an 

EEO program in a diverse workforce through a series of presentations by experts in these areas, 

group activities, and student-led symposia. 

 

ACE College Credit: 
 

Credits for this course are currently pending ACE review. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the common legal and regulatory bases for affirmative 

employment programs and implications relative to equity, diversity, inclusion as related to 

organizational climate. 

 Identify sexual assault reporting options and determine appropriate referral procedures. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the EEO complaint adjudication process as well as concepts 

relative to the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) through an administrative judge 

perspective. 

 Discuss EEO and senior-level EEO official perspectives regarding issues affecting 

employment within the DoD. 

 Identify current policies, initiatives, and executive orders that apply to Department of Labor 

(DOL) programs. 

 Develop an EEO budget using the Federal budget process. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

EEO Specialists/Managers, civilian personnel/human resource management personnel, and 

attorneys who have primary responsibility for managing a major aspect of an EEO program. 

 

Prerequisite: 
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While grade and series should not be the exclusive determinant of eligibility for the course, the 

typical attendee will be in the GS-200 series at the GS 11–14 level. The student must be a 

graduate of an EEOCC or equivalent course or program, the DEOMI EEOSC, and have four or 

more years of full-time EEO experience. 

 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include, lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, and exercises/activities. 

 

Duration: 10 academic days/80 hours 
 

Students per class: 48 
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EEO Professional Series Entry (EPS-E) Course 
 

Purpose: 
 

This training introduces students to equal employment opportunity (EEO) counseling and helps 

develop the knowledge, skills, and attitudes essential to the EEO occupation. DEOMI bases 

curriculum upon lectures, discussions and interactive role-plays that help the EEO professional 

succeed in the Federal sector. The EEO professional serves as the liaison between the employee 

and management in the complaint processing stage. 

 

Course Description: 
 

The EPS-E course utilizes a hybrid distributed learning (Phase I) and in resident/virtual (Phase 

II) approach to learning. Students selected for the Entry Course must complete all distributed 

learning modules before attending the in-resident training. Students must comprehend the 

distributed learning material before attending in-resident/virtual training. Doing so will ensure 

the student is fully prepared to meet in-resident learning objectives. 

 

This course develops a base of knowledge and skills that allow graduates to serve as effective 

EEO Counselors or Practitioners at the entry-level. Studies focus on the statutory/legal as well as 

intra/interpersonal and organizational aspects of EEO. Training progresses through 

understanding the causes and effects of discrimination; EEO programs for Federal 

employees/applicants for employment; civilian personnel/human resource management; the roles 

and responsibilities of EEO Counselors, Assistants, and Specialists; communication and 

interviewing skills; staff procedures; writing and briefing skills; documenting EEO inquiries; 

resolving EEO complaints; and the ADR process. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Explain the roles and responsibilities of the EEO Counselor, Specialist, and the Civilian 

Personnel Office. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the EEO complaint process (including the fundamentals of 

resolving complaints, timelines, conducting an EEO complaint inquiry, framing a claim, 

writing an EEO Counselor’s report). 

 Explain the importance of an active EEO program to leaders and supervisors. 

 

Concepts represent a class of terms (e.g. an idea usually expressed in a word(s)), and principles 

communicate relationships among concepts. Generalizations are relationships between/among 

concepts expressed at a higher level of abstraction than a principle. DEOMI creates lectures to 

allow students to see the relationship or organization of the new ideas. Lectures tend to present a 

concept (one idea) by first defining it and then giving many concrete examples of the concept. 
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ACE College Credit: 
 

The American Council on Education (ACE) recommends three semester hours in the lower- 

division baccalaureate degree category. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

New EEO practitioners (primarily 201, 260, 360 series); GS-7 through GS-11 

 

Prerequisite: There are no requirements for participants. 
 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include, lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, and exercises/activities. 

 

Instructional Medium: 
 

Classroom instructor, traditional audiovisual devices, printed materials, etc. 

 

Duration: 26 hours (seat time) distributed learning modules, five academic days (40 hours) in 

residence/virtual. 

 

Students per class: 48 
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EEO Professional Series Intermediate (EPS-I) Course 
 

Purpose: 
 

This training increases the knowledge, skills, and attitudes essential to an Equal Employment 

Opportunity (EEO) Specialist. DEOMI base curriculum upon lectures, discussions, and 

interactive role-plays that help the EEO professional succeed in the Federal sector. The EEO 

Specialist serves as a facilitator/liaison between the employee and management in the complaint 

processing stage. 

 

Course Description: 
 

The EPS-I or Intermediate Course utilizes a hybrid approach to learning using both distributed 

learning and traditional in-resident or virtual lectures.  

 

Students selected for the Intermediate course must complete all distributed learning modules 

before attending Phase II. DEOMI provides basic knowledge about a subject; students must 

comprehend the Phase I material before attending in-resident/virtual training. Doing so will 

ensure the student is fully prepared to meet in-resident learning objectives. 

 

Lectures and discussions will center on the major issues and concerns pertinent to military 

readiness and the competencies needed to become a successful EEO professional (Specialist). 

The course builds on knowledge and skills gained through the EPS-E Course and three or more 

years of full-time EEO experience. 

 

Concepts represent a class of terms (e.g. an idea usually expressed in a word(s)), and principles 

communicate relationships among concepts. Generalizations are relationships between/among 

concepts expressed at a higher level of abstraction than a principle. DEOMI creates lectures to 

allow students to see the relationship or organization of the new ideas. Lectures tend to present a 

concept (one idea) by first defining it and then giving many concrete examples of the concept. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Explain the roles and responsibilities of an EEO Specialist and the Civilian Personnel Office. 

 Discuss the importance of an active EEO program to leaders and supervisors. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the EEO Specialist’s role in the complaint process (including the 

fundamentals of resolving complaints, timelines, conducting an EEO complaint inquiry, 

framing a claim, writing an EEO Counselor’s report). 

 Analyze facts involving EEO complaints and the burden of proof. 

 Explain how discrimination manifests itself in the work environment. 

 Recall the EEO Specialist roles and responsibilities about sexual assault. 

 Explain affirmative employment and special emphasis program practices in the workplace. 
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ACE College Credit: 
 

The American Council on Education (ACE) recommends three semester hours in the lower- 

division baccalaureate degree category. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

Graduates of the EPS-E Course, GS-9 through GS-11, and two years after attending the EEOCC 

or EPS-E with counselor experience. 

 

Specialty/Skill Identifier Awarded: None associated with this course. 
 

Prerequisite: GS-9 or higher, and two years of counselor experience after attending the EEOCC 

or EPS-E courses 

 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include, lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, and exercises/activities. 

 

Duration: 20 hours (seat time) distributed learning; nine academic days (72 hours) 
 

Students per class: 48 
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EEO Professional Series Advanced (EPS-A) Course 
 

Purpose: 
 

This course develops knowledge and skills that allow graduates to manage effective equal 

employment opportunity (EEO) programs at the installation, activity, and command level. It 

reinforces previous training about inter/interpersonal and organizational aspects of EEO. 

 

Course Description: 
 

This course uses a hybrid approach to learning, which means, learning events occur in distributed 

learning modules (Phase I) and in-resident/virtual environments (Phase II). Students selected for 

the EPS-A or Advanced Course must complete all distributed learning modules before attending 

in-resident/virtual training.  

 

The course develops a value-based EEO program leadership concept that reconciles the goals of 

Federal EEO law, the impact of successful EEO programs on leadership, quality, and mission 

accomplishment, and the reality of leading an EEO program in a diverse workforce. The course 

develops a state-of-the-art knowledge of nondiscrimination, affirmative action of EEO, diversity, 

strategic planning of affirmative employment of EEO, and human resource management issues 

through a series of presentations by experts in these subject matter areas, group activities, and 

student-led symposia. The course builds on knowledge and skills gained through the EPS-I 

Course and three or more years of full-time EEO experience. 

 

Concepts represent a class of terms (e.g. an idea usually expressed in a word(s)), and principles 

communicate relationships among concepts. Generalizations are relationships between/among 

concepts expressed at a higher level of abstraction than a principle. DEOMI creates lectures to 

allow students to see the relationship or organization of the new ideas. Lectures tend to present a 

concept (one idea) by first defining it and then giving many concrete examples of the concept. 

 

Learning Outcomes: 
 

Upon graduation, Service members/Federal employees will be able to: 

 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the common legal and regulatory bases for affirmative 

employment programs and implications relative to equity, diversity, inclusion as related to 

organizational climate. 

 Identify sexual assault reporting options and determine appropriate referral procedures. 

 Demonstrate knowledge of the EEO complaint adjudication process as well as concepts 

relative to the Merit Systems Protection Board (MSPB) through an administrative judge 

perspective. 

 Discuss EEO and senior-level EEO official perspectives regarding issues affecting 

employment within the DoD. 
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 Identify current policies, initiatives, and executive orders that apply to Department of Labor 

(DOL) programs. 

 Develop an EEO budget using the Federal budget process. 

 

ACE College Credit: 
 

The American Council on Education (ACE) recommends three semester hours in the lower- 

division baccalaureate degree category. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

Graduates of the Intermediate Course; 3 years of experience after attending the EPS-I course, in 

the field; GS-11 and above 

 

Prerequisite: Graduates of the EPS-I Course; 3 years of experience in the field after attending 

the EPS-I course; GS-11 and above. 

 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include, lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, exercises/activities, and guest speakers. 

 

Duration: Eight hours (seat time) distributed learning; nine academic days (72 hours) 
 

Students per class: 48 
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DEOMI SEMINARS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Seminars provide the opportunity to explore ever-evolving human relations and EO/EEO issues. 

Through open discussion and facilitation, participants will gain an understanding of the impacts 

these issues can have on their organizations. Seminars are non-credit seminars. 
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Leadership Team Awareness Seminar (LTAS) 
 

Purpose: 
 

This is an ad-hoc contemporary seminar geared toward the strategic decision-makers in the DoD 

and the Department of Homeland Security. This seminar is designed to present senior leaders 

with an orientation on the intrapersonal, interpersonal, and organizational aspects of human 

relations, EO, and EEO to gain an understanding of their impacts on unit cohesion and mission 

effectiveness. 

 

Course Description: 
 

The LTAS follows a building block approach, using instructional segments on intrapersonal 

awareness, interpersonal communications, and organizational behavior. This seminar intends to 

raise senior leader awareness of personnel dynamics and incorporate participants’ personal and 

professional experiences in solving organizational issues, beginning with how people form and 

act out values and prejudices. 

 

Participants are encouraged to bring real-world issues and problems to the table, give and receive 

feedback, and explore the impact of their behaviors on others, the group, and on larger 

organizational systems. 

 

Target Audience: 
 

DEOMI designs LTAS for senior officers (commanders and key staff/department leaders O-3 

through O-6) and senior enlisted advisors (E-7–E-9), as well as civilians, legal officers, 

chaplains, and Inspector General (IG), and personnel in leadership positions. 

 

Prerequisites: There are no prerequisites for this course. 
 

Method of Instruction: 
 

The methods of instruction for this course include, lecture, small group, case study, discussions, 

reading, research, and activities. 

 

Duration: Four hours 
 

Students per class: 250 max per class (virtual) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Contact 
 

DEOMI Student Services 

Please contact the Student Services Department for questions about DEOMI’s courses. 

DSN: 854-4617/5874/5214 

Commercial (321) 494-4617/5874/5214 

 

For Military EO courses and seminars email Student Services at deomiss@us.af.mil. 

For Civilian EEO courses email Student Services at deomi.eeo.courses@us.af.mil. 

For additional information, visit the “Education and Training” section on our website: 

https://www.defenseculture.mil 

The information and program requirements contained in the DEOMI course catalog are subject to change. 

Defense Equal Opportunity Management Institute (DEOMI) 

366 Tuskegee Airmen Drive 

Patrick Space Force Base, FL 32925 

www.defenseculture.mil 
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mailto:deomi.eeo.courses@us.af.mil
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